The current exponential growth of data calls for massivescale capabilities of storage and processing. Such large volumes of data tend to disallow their centralized storage and processing making extensive and flexible data partitioning unavoidable. This is being acknowledged by several major Internet players embracing the Cloud computing model and offering first generation remote storage services with simple processing capabilities.
INTRODUCTION
Massive-scale distributed computing is a challenge at our doorstep. The volume of data quadruples every 18 months, while the available performance per processor doubles in the same time period [19] . Such large volumes of data tend to disallow their centralized storage and processing making extensive and flexible data partitioning unavoidable.
Relational Database Managements Systems (RDBMS) have been the key technology for the management of structured data. However, current systems are based on highly centralized, rigid architectures that fail to cope with the increasing demand for scalability and dependability. Deployed high performance RDBMS invariably rely on mainframe architectures, or clustering based on a centralized shared storage infrastructure. These, although easy to setup and deploy, often require large investments upfront and present severe scalability limitations.
Eschewing these large centralized architectures is key to provide elastic infrastructures capable of scaling-out and Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. flexible enough to adjust to different application requirements. Some highly decentralized storage systems (e.g.. [5, 3, 4] ) have recently been developed by major Internet based companies to support their respective Web operations and are being exploited as storage services in the Cloud. Having all started from similar requirements, these systems ended up providing a similar service: A simple tuple store interface, that allows applications to insert, query, and remove individual elements. More complex relational and processing facilities, let alone transactional guarantees common in traditional database management systems, are left to performed by the client applications outside the system. By doing so, these services focus on a specific narrow tradeoff between consistency, availability, performance, scale, and cost, that fits tightly their motivating very large application scenarios but is much less attractive to common business needs, in which there isn't a large in-house research development team for application customization and maintenance.
Our aim with Clouder is to steer the current tradeoff towards the needs of common business users, thus providing additional consistency guarantees and higher level data processing primitives smoothing the migration path for existing applications. At the same time, the boom of the Web 2.0, led to the emergence of new web applications or services, such as social network applications, that need to store and process large amounts of data. These applications usually have lower consistency requirements, which favor performance and can be invaluable to exploit simple asynchronous aggregation operations, but most of them cannot afford to deal with conflicts that arise from concurrent updates.
Clouder should be able to leverage large computing facilities composed of tens of thousands of nodes under the same administrative, or at least, ownership domain. Unlike current deployments [5] however, these nodes are not expected to be functionally or permanently dedicated to the object store but can even be commodity machines mainly dedicated to common enterprise or academic tasks.
In the remainder of the paper we present Clouder's motivation, its main characteristics and solutions as well as our current major challenges. A succinct comparison with related work concludes de paper.
CLOUDER

Context and Motivation
To efficiently address distributed processing over massivescale data stores data can no longer be managed in abstract but its structure, contents, and usage patterns need to be disclosed to the data management system. Additionally, this applications require richer client APIs then existing data stores, which leads to object store that combine data store operations with in place processing.
With Clouder, our overall goal is to design and prototype a flexible, efficient and dependable peer-to-peer system able to manage very large sets of variable size objects and to coordinate in place processing. The system is expected to seamlessly fragment and persistently store application objects and to resort to combined replication techniques in order to balance scalability and fault tolerance.
Additionally, as a general purpose object store, it should manage very large sets of variable size objects. The achievement of these goals is to be demonstrated by a prototype providing consistent, conflict-free, data storage, and in-place processing capabilities, while allowing to leverage large computing infrastructures with distributed storage capabilities.
Architecture
To manage very large distributed sets of data two main approaches prevail: structured network overlays [16, 20, 18] , in which all nodes are logically organized in a well-know structure; and unstructured network overlays [14, 9, 2] , in which nodes are not (a priori) structured but are probabilistically managed.
The structured approach, heavily depends on the attributes and adjustment of the logical overlay to the underlying physical network. A correct overlay contributes to an efficient communication leveraging, nodes and links with higher capacity, locality, etc. Furthermore, as the overlay provides approximate views of the whole system it is possible to attain reasonable guarantees of message delivery and order. On the other hand, the usability of a structured overlay is limited by the dynamics of the system's membership. Changes on the set of participants lead to recalculating the overlay which, in the presence of high churn rates, can be impractical.
On the contrary, an unstructured network does not rely on any a priori [2] global structure but on basic gossip communication. Each node uses local information about its neighborhood and relays information to a random subset of its neighbors. With the correct fan-out these protocols ensure a high probability of message delivery. Due to their unstructured properties gossip communication is naturally resilient to churn and faults and simple to maintain.
For Clouder, we adopt both approaches for the management of two collaborating layers, a soft-and a persistentstate subsystem, of distinct structural and functional characteristics (Figure 1) .
At the top, a soft-state layer is responsible for the 1) client interface, 2) data partitioning, 3) caching, 4) concurrency control, and 5) high level processing. Clouder provides a generic object-oriented model. It is assumed that objects have a unique key. The current client API allows applications to perform simple object manipulations operations (put(key,object), object get(key), and delete(key)), to iterate over standard collections and execute pre-defined general processing operations object* operation(args*). Depending on the application requirements object keys can be ordered to allow range access. In both cases, key space is horizontally partitioned into groups of objects that form units of data distribution. To facilitate its adoption and the migration of general purpose applications to Clouder, a subset of the Java Persistence API is being implemented and offered This soft-state layer is assumed to be have a reasonably stable membership. These nodes require global knowledge as they need to delegate and coordinate among themselves the partitioning of data. An "one hop" DHT like Beehive [15] or OneHop [8] seems the best fit to manage such subsystem [17] . Each node of the DHT manages the mapping of its object space partition into a set of nodes in the underlying persistent-state layer. The resilience of each node metadata is currently ensured through the use of synchronous primary-backup replication within the soft-state layer and asynchronously saved in the persistent-state layer. In case of the failure of a node fail-over to one the backups is automatic. Should all metadata of a partition be lost at the soft-layer (due to multiple failures) recovery through the persistent layer is possible albeit subject to miss updates inherent to asynchronous writes. Each node keeps memory cache of a set of objects on its behalf. By having backups also caching the primary's soft-copies of data, the replication schema, primarily target at fault tolerance, can also help on load-balancing read operations.
With automatic and timely failover ensured, having all operations addressed to a given object handled by a single master node (even if it can then delegate control) obviates much of the per-object concurrency control complexity. Load-Balancing can easily be adjusted through repartitioning of the object space. With this approach, the serialization of operations becomes straightforward while, if allowed, relaxed consistency criteria can be accommodated helping the trade-off towards performance. at the expense of overloading the master node.
Processing at the soft-layer is meant to avoid off-system aggregation which would, in general, defeat the purpose of the whole computation model. Stable storage is provided by the persistent-state layer. This subsystem is meant to be supported by a very large local network with weak assumptions on the nodes and network reliability. These characteristics do not suit a structured approach due to the overhead of the reconfigurations imposed by frequent membership changes. An unstructured network approach is adopted as epidemic communication is specially insensitive to churn and provides fine tuning possibilities invaluable to self-adaptation and self-tuning [12] . Objects stored in the persistent-layer are massively replicated through gossiping. An object is assumed to be safely stored once it is stored in m nodes (which become the entry points for the object at the soft-layer). For the sake of fault-tolerance further replicas of the object are created.
Current Open Issues
While we feel quite confident with the current design of the Clouder system to address its initial goals, we also identify many open issues that justify deep research.
Currently, our client API is general but nevertheless limited. It considers the exchange of opaque objects and their manipulation through their (non-disclosed) filter methods for standard iterations. This is a most salient aspect of the system and the subject of ongoing research. To efficiently address distributed processing data can no longer be managed in abstract but its structure and contents need to be disclosed to the data management system. Standard and emergent applications require richer client APIs based on common entity-attribute-value model [13] as acknowledge by the design of recent proposals of large data storage services [1, 7] .
The one hop DHT used in the soft-state layer must guarantee that even in the failure of nodes its structure is maintained so that only one is responsible to handle requests from a given range. Otherwise, total order is not assured and conflicts may occur. The eventual consistency of DHTs has been studied in [11] but further research is required to strengthen the "one leader" guarantees and prevent update conflicts.
We intend to take advantage of the massively parallelization and dissemination properties of the persistent-layer to offer simple asynchronous processing primitives like counting or summing over the set of data [10] . The typical use case would be to have the system continuously compute some relevant statistics about a set of data and offer it to the client upon request within a given degree of accuracy.
The management of distributed objects on top of a peerto-peer network raises many and interesting challenges. Some are inherent to the large scale of the system which is not forgiving to centralized algorithms or flooding protocols and require judicious control of recurring, system wide, a priori negligible tasks. Others are due to the dynamics of the system's membership and each node current capabilities. The management of the membership on the persistent-state layer and its correct articulation with the above soft-state is not clear to us yet. On one hand the assumption on scale, dynamics and reliability forfeits any strict membership control while, on the other hand, failing to directly access the nodes holding the needed data has a serious impact on the system's performance.
RELATED WORK
Major companies like Google, Yahoo and Amazon developed their own decentralized data store to tackle internal data management problems and support their current and future Cloud services. Although having common aspects, like per item consistency, horizontal partitioning, and aiming at being scalable to hundreds of nodes, these systems differ in some requirements, in their architecture and implementation.
Google's BigTable [3] , Yahoo's PNUTS [4] and Amazon's Dynamo [5] provide a similar service: a simple tuple store interface, that allows applications to insert, query, and remove individual elements. BigTable and PNUTS additionally support range access in which clients can iterate over a subset of data. Atop of these low level data stores, other services [7, 1] with richer data models and APIs start to appear. These systems were initially, and still are to some extent, justified by internal needs and thus offer particular guarantees and trade-offs. Worth mentioning, are the consistency guarantees provided. At this level, consistency is preserved per tuple or record. Both BigTable and PNUTS are conflict free, providing a serialization of write operations. Read freshness can nevertheless be controlled by the application. Dynamo, on the other hand, does not ensure conflict free executions, allowing the application to see diverging values and delegates conflict resolution.
To achieve high availability these data stores rely on dedicated infrastructures with high levels of service which do not make them appropriate to leverage other less reliable networks such as those found in banks and universities.
